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Daniel De Leon:
Social Architect
By Arnold Petersen
That society must be reconstructed is
recognized by aU but the so.cially blind.
Industrial Feudalism-commonly
called
Fascisnl, Nazism ,o r "Christian" Corporatism~is the reply of private property to
this need. .As may be seen from the recent
history of Italy, Germany, Spain and Portuga:l, Industrial Feudalism means the enslavement Df the working -class and the
consolidation .of class rule.
"D,a niel De Leon: Social Architect" is an
appreciation of a man who has shown the
way to the reconstruction .of society on a
basis that meets the needs of the overwhelming Inajority of the population, the
working class.
I t is a ,'-ork that should Ibe read by all
who are determined that the working 'Class
must not be enslaved, by all who believe
that .socialism offers the only alternative
to Industrial Feudalism, by all who wish
to knDW hO'i~; Socialism can be achieved.
Socialist Industrial Unionism, the crowning ·d iscovery of social science, is the dis-covery of Daniel De Leon. It was indeed
a task of master- building, .of social architecture of the first order, f.or that great
,socialist to create this instrument of
working dass emancipation and Socialist
R econstruction. It was a task t]J.at will
111ean much to the present as well as f'Jture generations.
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DANIEL DE LEON:
SOCIAL ARCHITECT

Contemporaries are ,t oo easily mistaken
in their appraisal of ,t he great men of their
day: their extraordinary quali,t ies drritate
them; their logical and useful lives distort
their views, prevent fair estimates and acknowledgment of their achievements. But
dust, fog and douds disappear, they settle
down and ;then we see the vista before our
eyes, olear and distinct; we see li~ht and
shade, we exam1ine the achievements of
these great men, with a spirit of calm, as
we are in the habit of gazing upon It he glorious orb oJ the fu1l moon on a clear summer night.

-Goethe.

Daniel De Leon: ,S ocial Architect.
We are a-ssembled here this afternoon to celebrate
the birthday of a very great man. We are here to commemorate the life-work and undying achievements of
an American genius. We have gathered at this dark
and crucial hour in history to seek light and to secure
ne,v courage, and to draw new hope, new strength, and
greater knowledge from the work and example of this
distinguished social scientist and scholar. And he who
seeks these things from the great Master Builder,
Daniel De Leon, shall not have sought in vain.
In reviewing the lives, the theoretical ideas and
concrete achievements of great men, we encounter frequently contradictory appraisals of their work, not sin1ply tohe contradictions that result from the inability of
the appraisers to comprehend the nature of the subject
of their attempted appraisal, but the seeming contradictions between theory and practise, bet,veen ideal and
realization. The shallow critic is apt to say: This is
a beautiful ideal, but demi-gods are required to bring it
to reality; or, this is a sound theory, but it won't work
in practise. Now, if the ideal is otherwise earthbound,
that is, if it is based on material possibility, however restrained by temporary or accidental or artificial fetters,
no superior creatures are neeoded to translate ideal into
reality, although certain exceptional qualities may, and
usually do, reside in those who do the pioneering work.
And if a theory is sound, it is bound to work in practise,
provided artificial restraints are removed. "Theory
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becomes realized among a people," said Marx, "only in
so far as it represents the realization of that people's
needs." This truth might be expressed a little clearer
and more compactly by saying that theory, if it be sound,
is the potential of a realizable necessity. And ideal and
theory merge when theory demonstrates the realizableness of the ideal.
But it is undoubtedly true that in the case of tho~e
who first visualize the ideal, and those who first formulate a theory, the actualizing of the ideal, and the putting into practise of the theory, may have to await the
ripening of conditions, and the arrival of later comers,
who are no less inspired with the ideal, and no less Cfltain of the realizableness of the theory, than was the
original projector and propounder of the ideal and the
theory. Henrik Ibsen, in his great play, "The Master
Builder," makes one of the characters in the play express this thought by saying that the "master builder
cannot climb as high as he builds." That has been gen. erally true of most great Social Architects and Master
Builders in history, but the fact has not detracted from
their greatness nor diminished the glory attaching to
their names and achievements. On the contrary, it has
served to enhance both, setting these apart from the rest
as the inspired geniuses and seers of the race, without
whose visions and labors human progress would become
the slow, mechanical, painful and seemingly hopeless
process it was · in the days of the earliest childhood of
the race.

De Le.on' s Monumental DiscoveryIndustrial Union Government.
When we look back upon the great inventions and
discoveries of the past we often exclaim: Why, that
8

was a simple thing to work out! Anybody could have
done that or thought of that! The familiar legends of
Columbus and the egg, Newton and the discovery oi '
the law of gravity, Watt and the invention of the steam
engine, and so forth, readily come to mind. And in the
field of sociology and economics we find similar exam."
pIes in abundance. We recall, for instance, Lewis Mor..
gan's .account of what he calls the "invention of the
township" by Cleisthenes. "It may seem to us a simple
matter," said Morgan, "but it taxed the capacities of
the Athenians to their lowest depths before the idea of
a township found expression in its actual creation. It
was an inspiration of the genius of Cleisthenes; and it
stands as the master work of a master mind." ("Ancient Society.") In a similar vein we may speak of
Marx's great discovery of the secret of the extraction
of surplus value, or the appropriation of "unpaid labor" by the capitalist class, and the joint discovery and
formulation of the materialist conception of history by
Marx and Engels, now seemingly so simple and almost
commonplace, certainly to those who take the trouble
to acquaint themselves with these subjects in the same
spirit that they would study astronomy or mathematics.
And in this vein also do we speak of De Leon's monumental discovery or projection of the Morgan-Marx
synthesis of the revolutionary industrial union, and its
corollary, or rather ultimate fruition, the Industrial
Union Government of the class-less, collectivized society of the future the near future, we expect.
Through his discovery, De Leon ranks as one of the
great social architects of all time, as one of the great
social master builders of the ages, taking his place with
Solon and Cleisthenes, with Morgan ' and Marx, and
towering above the social architects of our own Amer-
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ican Revolution who, after all, ,vorked with familiar
material and generally known concepts, albeit in a setting such as theretofore had not been found anywhere.
Each of us in our own way has made his discovery
in one field or another, but we have done so, usually,
through the eyes or brains of another whose superiority
and genius we recognize. In the social sciences we each
re-discover the law of value and its corollaries, the law
of motion of social progress, and the nature and elements of the realizable society of the future. It gives
us a thrill when, after much reading and pondering, we
suddenly grasp the meaning of what we had theretofore
tried so hard to understand. I shall never forget, for
instance, how almost suddenly the secret of surplus
value extraction became clear to me-so clear, that I
was amazed that I had not seen it before, and that everybody else did not likewise see it. The problem was
solved for me ,vhen I understood that, despite all appearances to the contrary, what really takes place is
that the working class collectively works so many hours
for itself, and so many hours for a ruling class whose
sole "function" in social production is that of owning-r
And I completely realized the truth of this by Marx's
comparison of wage-labor with serf-labor. You will recall that Marx, in that 'm asterpiece of anticipatory condensation, "Value, Price and Profit," referring to the
exploitation of the peasant by his feudal master, says:
"This peasant worked, for example, three days for
himself on his o,vn field or the field allotted to him, and
the three subsequent days he performed compulsory or
gratuitous labor on the estate of his lord. Here then
[adds Marx] the paid and unpaid parts of labor w'ere
sensibly separated) separated in time and space .. ... "

At once, I say, I was able to see through the process of
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capitalist class approprIatIon of working class unpaid
labor, or the conversion of surplus labor time into surplus value.
If we, who are not geniuses and original discoverers, feel such exaltation when in secondary fashion we
re-discover a great truth, or master a great principle,
how must not the great thinkers and seers, the master
builders and social architects, feel when through the
pain and agony of mental labor, a great and new idea
is born, or a great original discovery is made? It must
come as the vision of the Pacific came to "stout Cortez"
who, beholding the "wide expanse," felt
" .... like some watcher of the skies
When a new planet swims into his ken."
And it is thus I visualize that finally the idea and
ideal of the non-political, class-less collectivism of thl?
Industrial Union Government came to De Leon.

De Leon's Discovery Completes Marxian Premise.
De Leon's concept of the Industrial Union Government in operation precluded, of course, the existence of
the Political State. But that the Political State would
cease to be under Socialism was not a conclusion born
of De Leon's discovery. Both Marx and Engels had
demonstrated that the State as such would die out. Engels observed that "the government of persons is replaced by the administration of things, and by the conduct of processes of production." ("Socialism from
Utopia to Science.") That is a happily phrased designation of the Industrial Union Government, but unhappily it is only a phrase, for Engels , never worked out the actual form or the details of the social organis'ln
II

which necessarily must take over "the conduct of the
processes of production" when the State dies out,
though he does say that "anarchy in social production is
replaced by systematic, definite organization." (Ibid.)
Again we ask: How, and what kind? Marx speaks similarly, and although his conception of the non-political,
class-less future society seems to be projected with
greater precision, he still fails to answer the "How?"
and "What kind?" In an otherwise remarkable passage, contrasting the two elements of the Proletarian
Revolution, political action as the destructive, economic
action as the constructive, element, he said: "Where its
organizing activity begins, where its proper aim, its
soul, emerges, there Socialism casts away the political
hull." ("On the I(ing of Prussia and Social Reform.")
In other words, although both Marx and Engels
knew, and said so in general terms, that the political
form of society would yield to the industrial fort:n, they
did not develop the vital point beyond the general, and,
for all practical purposes, left the problem unsolved.
But being anything but anarchists, they were comp~lled
to fall back on the doomed and dying Political State as
the instrument, not merely of destruction, but of construction as well-a conclusion which, in the Marxian
premises, and particularly in the light of Morgan's important discoveries and summary (accepted in the main
by Marx and Engels), amounted to a contradiction in
terms. The reason for the failure of Marx and Engels
to project the indicated synthesis lies beyond the sub·ject in hand. But that Engels sensed the deficiency in
the analysis of the State, and the necessity for an organ
to administer things, is, I believe, subject ~to demonstration. The Marxian premise was sound as far as it
went, but the premise was incomplete. And, as Buckle
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reminds us: "Whenever something is kept back in the
premises, something must be wanting in the c<?nclusion."
Criticizing the anarchists for wishing to destroy the
State out of hand, with nothing to take its place, Engels
(in a letter written in 1883) said:
"The anarchists put the thing upside do,vn. They
declare that the proletarian revolution must begin by
doing away with the political organization of the State.
But after its victlory the sole organization which the
proletariat finds already in existence is precisely the
State." (" Marx-Engels Correspondence.")
Precisely. Without the concept of Industrial Unions,
and the Industrial Union form of government, the State
appeared to be the only social organization capable of
holding society together and to carry on, somehow, social production, until that undefined, nebulous "administration of things" could be organized. Had Engels
lived another ten or twenty years, and particularly if he
had lived to witness the logical development of the
State administration idea (however expectantly temporary) into the ultra-reactionary fascist state machinery,
he would undoubtedly have realized the deficiency in
his analysis and projection of the post-revolutionary requirements and possibilities. Lenin did realize the deficiency, for in O'c tober, 19 17, discussing the problem
confronting the workers of Russia when political power
fell into their hands, he wrote that "there is no doubt
that with the old state machine the proletariat could
not have retained power, and to create a new power all
of a sudden is impossible." (Lenin: "Will the Bolsheviks Maintain Power?")
This is the point De Leon incessantly hammered
home-the workers must organize the agency needed
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to administer production, a new government machine is
needed to .supplant the old State machine. We cannot
doubt that Frederick Engels would have seen this as
clearly as Lenin did, and probably 'm ore so. Indeed,
he does anticipate that the State, in the role he assigns
to it (illogical and impossible as we now clearly see),
might "require very considerable alterations before, it
can fulfill its new functions." ("Socialism from Utopia
to Science.") But that a new organ of social administration and production is essential, he leaves open to no
doubt. For he goes on to say that to destroy the State
at the moment of proletarian political victory "would
be to destroy the only organism by means of which the
victorious proletariat can assert its newly-conquered
power, hold down its capitalist adversaries and carry
out that economic revolution of society WITHOUT
WHICH THE WHOLE VICTORY MUST END
IN A NEW DEFEAT AND IN A MASS SLAUGHTER OF THE WORKERS SIMILAR TO THOSE
AFTER THE PARIS COMMUNE." (Ibid.)
This is strongly re~iniscent of De Leon's famous
dictum that "without the political organization, the Labor or Socialist movement could not attain the hour of
its triumph; and without the economic organization, the
day of its triumph would be the day of its defeat.~'
De Leon had completed the Marxian premise, and
rounded out the Marxian conclusion accordingly.
Elect~v e

Despotism Result of Antiquated
Political Government.

The great problem of the ages has been to combine
complete freedom for all with social and individual
well-being for all. Ancient society knew only freedom
. 14
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in misery and poverty, suffering asIa very imposed by
nature compared to which human slavery might have
seemed benevolence! The ancient democracies knew
of freedom only for a small class, with the majority enduring slavery and various forms and degrctes of forced
servitude. The impossibility of producing in abundance
rendered the institution of slavery inevitable lest all
society, -and with it such culture and civilization as had
thus far been attained, lapse into primitive barbarism
and eventually savagery. The institution of private
property and the Political State appeared in response
to the needs of social progress. Ha ving ceased to be
useful, having become, in fact, an obstruction and menace to further social progress, the State must be laid on
the shelf, placed in the museum of antiquities, as it
were, alongside the wooden plow, the bow and arrow,
the spinning wheel and the horse-driven stage-coach all useful and essential in their day, but now superseded
by newer and superior contrivances. But when it appeared on the social stage, the State was an important
and necessary institution, serving the needs of the time,
and under conditions which made necessary those twin
evils, slavery and poverty for the many.
The ancients, ho,vever vaguely, understood this, as
the oft-quoted passage from Aristotle -c learly indicated.!
But they could not, of course, visualize a state of affairs
where mechanical devices might be made to perform
1 ".For if every instrument could accomplish its own work, o'beying or
anticipating the will of others, .like the statues of Dredalus, or the
tripods of H ephrestus, whioh, says the poet,
'of their own accord entered
the assembly of tili.e Gods, '
if, in like manner, the shuttle would weave and the plectrum touch the
lyre without a hand to guide them, chief workmen would not want ser" ("P olhcs.
1"
")
vants, nor masters saves,.....
1
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the arduous labors exacted from the slaves. Hence,
freedom for all human creatures was regarded as visionary, and slavery was accepted as something ordained by the gods. And though comparatively close to
the period of ancient communism, once the political society had been thoroughly established with all that went
with it, it came to be regarded as having been of and
for all time, and of the very essence of nature! Indeed,
Aristotle tells us of the State coming into existence, "originating in the bare needs of life, and continuing in existence for the sake of a good life. And therefore [he
continues J if the earlier forms are natural, so is the
State, for it is the end of them, and the [completed]
nature is the end .... HENCE IT IS EVIDENT
THAT THE STATE IS A CREATION OF NATl!RE, AND THAT MAN IS BY NATURE A
POLITICAL ANIMAL." ("Politics.")
That ruling classes accept their society and its institutions as rooted in nature, and of and for all time, is
a well known fact. Our American Revolution, for instance, is hailed by our present-day ruling class as a
natural and noble event, whereas any suggestion of another revolution (however imperatively indicated) becomes a thing conceived in iniquity and born of malice
and unforgivable sin! Capitalism, and capital, they tell
us, have always been, and will always be with us! And,
of course, they all agree (including the reformers, petty
bourgeois and anarcho-communist reformers alike) that
the State will always be with us, or at least for so long
. a time to come that for all practical purposes it means
forever ! Yet, enlightened persons know and understand that nothing is permanent, that everything changes;
that evolutionary processes go on steadily, if not necessarily uninterruptedly, which amount to gradual un16

foldings from within, with their inevitable climaxes of
revolutions to release new organs and forms.
There was, of course, an excuse for the inability of
the ~ncients to perceive that some day it would be possible to do without slavery, the State, and all that go
~Tith these, and yet have leisure, culture and abundance.
There is little or no excuse for our modern ruling
classes' not understanding that it is possible todaynone, that is, except the traditional class blindness.
However, we have solved the problem of the ages,ve can produce in abundance, and we can have liberty,
leisure and culture because of our capacity to produce
in abundance. The majority, however, is still being
governed, not by the ideas born of the present age, but
by the ideas fostered by the ruling class of our age
which are in violent conflict wi th the new and rational
ideas, and in conflict with social progress as well. "The
tradition of all past generations," said Marx, "weighs
like an alp upon the brain of the living." ("Eighteenth
Brumaire.") Thus, in our practical, every-day 1ives~
we perform in the spirit and manner of 1940, but in
our philosophy, social, political and economic, we employ the language, and don the intellectual garments, of
1789, and even of Athens of 400 B.C.! Where exceptions assert themselves, they emphasize the genera]
rule. Yet, experience and the physical facts surrounding us should tell us (even if reason fails us) that we
can no longer move in the ancient grooves, that we can
no longer operate under the old forms, and that we can
no longer subsist, or hope to survive, on the old basis
of things. We, that is, the majority of us, boast of a
freedom that has either become non-existent, or is rendered meaningless by the facts of present-day class society. We pridefully point to la,vs enacted by our elected
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representatives, and fail to perceive that we neither understand the laws, nor realize their essential uselessness
to us. "It will be of little avail to the people," said
Alexander Hamilton, "that the laws are made by men
of their o,vn choice if the laws be so voluminous that
they cannot be read, or so incoherent that they cannot
be understood." And he added sagely: "This is a state
of things in which it may be said with some truth that
laws are made for the few, not for the many." ("The
Federalist," No. 6 I . ) The intellectual father of ou r
modern plutocracy knew whereof he spoke! And we
boast that we elect our own representatives, only to
find that, once elected, they are utterly beyond our reach
-at least for so long a time to come that the questions
which interested us at the time when we might have
wanted to have our supposed representatives do something about them, have ceased to have any concern or
interest for us. And, regardless of observance of forms,
political government inevitably gravitates toward concentration of power, now in the executive, now in the
legislative, now in the judiciary, ultimately to result in
a merging of all three, a concentration of power of
,vhich Thomas Jefferson said that it was "precisely the
definition of despotic government." And he adds that
it is no alleviation that the despotic power is wielded by
"a plurality of hands, and not by a single one .... as
little \vill it avail us that they are chosen by ourselves.
AN ELECTIVE DESPOTISl\1 WAS . NO'T THE
GOVERNMENT WE FOUGHT FOR."l
But an elective despotism is, in prCl:ctice, what we
have today, to such an extent that universally unpopular measures (such as peace-time conscription ) may be
1Quoted in "The Federalist," No. 47.
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forced down the throats of the majority, that majority
standing helpless. And when in addition to that elective political despotism we are 'afflicted also with an
economic despotism such as ·o ur ancestors never kne'\v,
and could not have known, surely we should be able to
understand that our modern problems must be solved
in a modern way, and not in conformity with social, political and economic theories of the eighteenth century.
We are grateful to Plato and Aristotle, and to Jefferson
and Madison, for their great contributions to human
thought and human progress, but ,\ve insist on standing
on their shoulders so that we may see farther. We
shall not allow these giants to weigh down upon us like
an alp-.we shall not permit them to be used by ruling
class henchmen to crush our efforts to respond to the
needs of our time as they so nobly responded in their
day.
Social Architect's Plans for ((the Third Revolut·i on."

And it is here that the great Social Architect, the
Master Builder of our age, Daniel De Leon, enters
into the picture. For the plan which he evolved supplies the only safe and sane method for the ending of
the age-long problems, and makes it possible to effect
the transition from the political class society of capitalism, with its exploitation of the working class, to the
non-political, class-less society of free producers. Government based on territory, on political units, said De
Leon, is an outmoded, and socially harmful form of
representation. It rests on slavery and poverty, and violates the sense of justice, equity and equality of our
age. Government, to serve the needs of the useful majority and the ends of progress, must derive its repre-

sentation from industry, but not from industry as at
present owned and controlled. It must rest on industry collectively and socially owned, as industry is collectively and socially operated. The actual ,vorkers in
industry, De Leon argued, will elect their own foremen
and superintendents, and all the elective industrial representatives in an ascending scale, to the very pinnacle
of representative industrial government, namely, the
. Industrial Union Congress, which will correspond somewhat to the present political congress at Washingtonthat is, in point of authority and delegated power,
though not in social functions and administrative objectives. And for the attainment of these objectives the
working class, the only useful and productive class,
De Leon said, must organize into Socialist Industrial
Unions, the early beginnings of which will be the embryo of the administrative organs of the Socialist Republic, or the Industrial Union Government.
The projection of this new idea, the discovery of
this revolutionary concept of government, constitute the
enduring achievement of Daniel De Leon, Social Architect and Master Builder. But we who knew De Leon
-indeed, all who study his life and work-know that
in his modesty De Leon never spoke or thought of himself as such. Nevertheless, the discovery he made, the
great plan he evolved, entitles him to rank with the
Master Builders. In a penetrating editorial written
shortly after the founding of the I.W.W. in Chicago
in 1905, he places that epoch-making event (an event
which owed so much to his inspiration) in the proper
relation to the great achievements of the other immortal social architects of earlier periods in human history.
In this editorial he speaks of the Chicago convention as
portending a change in human society as great as was
20

the change fror:n the non-political society of antiquity to
the political society still surviving in form. Since all
that was of enduring quality in the Chicago convention
derived from De Leon's genius, the acknowledgment
of the event as a momentous one at the same time certifies De Leon's fellowship with the great social architects of all ages. Commenting on the debate at the
Chicago convention (a debate which he led, and which,
through his superior intellect, knowledge and understanding, he completely dominated), De Leon observes
that"it is valuable in that it illustrates the governmental
revolution that is impending; .... it is valuable in that
it heralds a new cycle in the affairs of men-a cycle no
less leading than was the transition from the Gens into
the State form of society . . . . The Gens social system
was built upon men; territory was reached only through
men. The Gens period was the period of the early communism of the human race. Out of the Gens grew the
present Political State; it is built upon territory; in it
men are reached only through territory. The Political
State marks the culmination of the march of the human
race from primitive communism to capitalism. In its
spiral march the human race is now headed, not backward, but upward to higher communism" The break-up
of capitalism means a reversal to Gens conditions, only
upon the higher plane that capitalism makes possible.
The form of government that the Gens system required
had to make way for the form of government required
by capitalism; inevitably, therefore, the form of government of capitalism must and will be supplanted by
another, which shall be the true shadow and reflex of
the changed material conditions that mark this third
21·

revolution. In the transition of society from the Gens
form to that of capitalism, there was much confusion
and conflict of opinion as to the method of administration; no less confusion and conflict is noticeable at the
various stages in the formation of the capitalist State;
similar confusion and conflict inevitably manifests itself
today in the Labor Movement touching the form of the
administration of the oncoming Socialist Republic."
Ancient communism, in the language of Lewis H.
Morgan, was followed by "the second great plan of
government [founded] upon territory and upon property." The third great plan of government is that envisioned by Daniel De Leon and outlined by him as the
Industrial Union Government, resting on those identical principles of democracy which were born of the
gentes and which prevailed throughout primitive communism, surviving into political society, though differing in forms and extent of application. "Liberty, equality, and fraternity," said Morgan, "though never formulated, were cardinal principles of the Gens. " Under
capitalism the order has been reversed: these principles
have become fairly definitely formulated, but in practise
they are denied to the vast majority of mankind. In
the De Leonist Industrial Union Society aborning, they
will be as complete in form and recognized substantiality as they will be rich in content. And in this great,
practical and, in fact, only workable plan of government for the future are combined the lessons and the
cumulative experience of the race since the earliest beginnings. The bold freedom of the ancient commune;
the wisdom of Solon and Cleisthenes, of Aristotle and
Plato; the thoughts and achievements of the state
and -empire builders of past centuries; the profound
22

learning of Marx-all these breathe, speak and live in
this noble ,vork of social architecture which, in whatever varying forms, may well endure through the
ages.

The Loneliness of Men of Genius.
Men of genius, and men who single-lnindedly pursue a great cause, giving of themselves to that cause in
unstinted measure, are generally lonely men. Not lonely perhaps in the sense of lacking associates and companions, or in the sense that they crave companionship,
but lonely in the sense that we speak of a lTIountain
peak, towering above the plain and above lesser peaks,
as being lonely. It is a loneliness which also results from
preoccupation with thoughts and subjects not understood by, or lacking interest for, the lesser contemporaries of the man of genius, or those immediately surrounding him. Such a lonely spirit, for example, was
Abraham Lincoln, a genius as true as any brought forth
on this continent. Woodrow Wilson, in a Lincoln
Memorial dedication speech delivered in 19 I 6, gave
true and eloquent expression to the solitary grandeur
of men of genius when, speaking of Lincoln, he said:
"That brooding spirit had no real familiars.. . . .. It
was a very lonely spirit that looked out from underneath shaggy brows and contemplated men without
fully communing with" them, as if, in spite of all its genial efforts at comradeship) it d,velt apart, saw its visions of duty whe"re no man looked on. There is a very
holy and very terrible isolation for the conscience of
every man who seeks to read the destiny in affairs for
others as well as for himself, for a nation as well as
for individuals. That privacy no man can intrude upon.
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That lonely search of the spirit for the right no man
can assist."
Wilson might have added that "that lonely search"
is not merely a search for the "right," but, above all,
for the new, for that greater truth which "makes ancient
good uncouth" and no longer true. He might have
added also that no power in the world can deflect the
lonely spirit, the brooding genius, from the course which
he is pursuing and which he knows will eventually reward his search, though all his days he may remain in
that "holy" and "terrible isolation." For this loneiiness of the genius is self-inflicted as a necessary condition of life, as an inescapable consequence of searching
ceaselessly and persistently for the right answer to the
supreme enigma of the age.
Mostly, however, this loneliness is the result of not
being understood. But it may also follow from being
passionately devoted to a cause which, while it possesses
one, tends to destroy all that goes to nurture the amenities of life-those little things which mean life and contentment to the average man or woman, but which the
man of genius shuns (if he remains true to himself)
because they devour time and opportunity for thinking
and for doing creative work.
To be lonely in this sense, then, is not to be lonesome, i.e., to feel that one is alone or deserted. Henry.
Thoreau, one . of America's outstanding geniuses, who
was almost always alone, ,vas never lonesome in th~
traditional sense. "Why should I feel lonely?" he
asked. "Is not our planet in the milky way ?" No, the
loneliness of the genius is the loneliness most of us
\vould experience if we were suddenly placed in, say,
the tenth or twelfth century, even though one might
move among the most cultured people of that time. It
c
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is the loneliness of being ahead of one's time, of isolation consequent upon one's contemporaries being intellectually incapable of sharing one's thoughts, one's conclusions, and, I might add, one's hopes, dreams and
visions, however earth-anchored.
In this sense De Leon may be said to have been
lonely-not, I repeat, that he was fond of being alone,
not that he was unsocial (except in the sense, perhaps,
of Bernard Shaw's "unsocial Socialist" !), nor unhappy
in his family life, though that might have happened.
But lonely in his inner world, lonely in the kingdom of
his mind. Again, solitude may be forced on the man
of genius, in sheer self-protection, or in order to
strengthen the "native hue of resolution" otherwise
likely to be palsied by the cares and trivia of the workada y world. "Go cherish your soul," said Emerson,
"expel companions; set your habits to a life of solitude;
then will the faculties rise fair and full within." Thus
the man of genius may be forced to choose the life of
a solitary, perhaps brooding, spirit, and freque,ntly poverty for himself and his family, if any, in order to
maintain his intellectual integrity, in order to keep the
mental faculties intact and in functioning condition.
Alienation of affections, of loyalties, and forfeiture of
the world's bounty, follow almost as a matter of course,
except as regards that small stalwart minority which
cannot be alienated, which has faith in the man of genius, though it may not always follow him to the point of
fully understanding him.
The alternative for the man of genius must be to
yield to the surrounding pressure, and to all the disintegrating influences of the immediate environment; to
fritter away precious time; to suffer the strangulating
of new ideas or scarcely formulated thoughts; to permit
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considerations of routine family cares, or social amenities, to stifle the creative urge. In the end, however~ we
discover that he is strongest who stands alone, and that
the loneliness accepted by the man of genius had compensations more precious than all the comforts, superficial friendships, and more or less trivial amenities,
that were surrendered. And we shall understand that
this special world of loneliness is in reality a w6rld
crowded with countless ' companions-the precious
thoughts, the bold ideas, the beautiful visions, and even
tJ1e practical plans-all these are fruits of solitude and
of genius, soon to be shared by all men and by a world
infinitely to be enriched, ennobled and enlarged by them.
And in gratitude we turn to these lonely mountain peaks
that we call geniuses, offering them the homage due all
that is truly great, all that is certainly above and beyond
us. And this homage we once again offer Daniel De
Leon in commemorating his natal day, eighty-eight
years after he \ivas born; fifty years after his entry into
the movement, to the cause of which he gave in the fulness of his rare genius; and twenty-six years after he
prematurely departed life.

Lenin Acquainted with De Leonism Too Late to
Benefit Fully Thereby.
Only one thinker in our day has approximated
De Leon as a Social Architect, and it was his misfortune
that he became acquainted with De Leon's work too
late to enable him to benefit fully from the great American Master Builder. I refer to Nicolai Lenin. And
since a planned work of architecture must have something more than a blueprint for its execution-since it
requires a cleared site, and brick, mortar and steel, so
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to speak, it is a pity also that Lenin found himself in an
environment either lacking these, or having them in
insufficient quantity. Y et Lenin himself acknowledged
the singular genius of De Leon, and hailed him Master
Architect. Lenin's recognition of De Leon's epochal
discoveries is too well known to require recital here. But
a few quotations from a now all but forgotten book,
wherein Lenin reveals the degree of his debt to De
Leon, will help to illumine the great American Marxist
as the immortal Social Architect of our age. In a book
by Albert Rhys Williams, entitled, "Lenin, The l\1an
and His Work," published in I 9 19, there is included a
brief chapter by the American Col. Raymond Robins,
in which Robins recounts his "impressions" of, and conversations with, Lenin. The account of Col. Robins is
important because it is unbiased so far as De Leon is
concerned. In fact, neither De Leon nor the S.L.P. is
mentioned in the story by Robins. On one of the occasions when Robins interviewed Lenin, the latter said to
him:
"We may be overthrown in Russia by the backwardness of the Russian people, or by a foreign power, but
the idea in the Russian Revolution will break and wrecK
every political social control in the world. Our method
of social control must dominate the future. Political
social control will die."
Robins objected to Lenin's designation of the American government as corrupt, vvhereupon Lenin explained
further:
"I do not mean that your government is corrupt
through money. I mean that it is corrupt in that it is
decayed in thought. It is living in the political thought
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of a by-gone political age. It is living in the age of
Thomas Jefferson. It is not living in the present economIC age .....
"J'ake your states of N ew York and Pennsylvania.
N ew York is the center of your banking system. Pennsylvania is the center of your steel industry. Those are
two of your most important things-banking and steel.
They form the base of your life. They make you what
you are. Now if you really believe in your banking
system, and respect it, why don't you send Mr. Morgan
to your United States Senate? And if you really believe in your steel industry, in its present organization,
why don't you send Mr. Schwab to the Senate? Why
do you send men who know little about banking and
less about steel and who protect ·the bankers and the
steel manufacturers and pretend to be independent of
them? It is inefficient. It is insincere. You refuse to
recognize the fact that the real control is no longer
political. That is why I say that your system is lacking
in integrity. That is why our system is superior to
yours. That is why it will destroy yours."
And when Col. Robins expressed his doubts, Lenin
went on to show why the occupation-al or industrial fornl
of society would destroy the political system of capitalism. Said Lenin:
"Our system will destroy yours because it will consist of a social control which recognizes the basic fact
of modern life. It recognizes the fact that real power
today is economic, and that the social control of today
must therefore be economic also. So what do we do?
Who will be our representatives in our nationallegislature, in our national Soviet, from the district of Baku,
for instance?

"The district of Baku is an oil country. Oil makes
Baku. Oil rules Baku. Our representatives from Baku
will be elected by the oil industry. They will be elected
by the workers in the oil industry. You say, Who are
the workers? I say, The men who manage and the men
who obey the orders of managers, the superintendents,
the engineers, the artisans; the manual laborers-all the
persons who are actually engaged in the actual work of
production, by brain or hand-they are the workers.
Persons not so engaged-persons who are not at labor
in the oil industry but who try to live off it without labor, by speculation, by royalties, by investment unaccompanied by any work of daily toil- they are not
workers. They may know something about oil, .or they
may not. Usually they do not. In any case, they are
not engaged in the actual producing of oil. Our republic is a producers' republic."
Continuing, Lenin pointed .out that the Donetz coal
basin would be similarly represented, as would the agricultural producers, and so forth. And he concluded
with this challenging summary obviously inspi.red by
De Leonism:
"This system is stronger than yours because it fits
in with reality .... Our government will be an economic
social contr.ol for an economic age. It will triumph because it speaks the spirit, and releases and uses the
spirit, of the age that now is."
Lenin spoke the truth-the truth as a social SCIentist and keen thinker understands it and dares to
speak it, uninhibited ·by any consideration of a petty
Stalinist bureaucracy which never has dared to acknowledge that he whom they call master not only recognized
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De Leon as the greatest of modern Marxists, but even
accepted De Leon's program of Industrial Union Government as the logical form for the future Socialist Republic, as the thing, he said, "\vhich they were building
in Soviet Russia.

De Leon's Plan in KeJeping of S.L.P.
Daniel De Leon, Social Architect and Master
Builder, died prematurely. Though his essential lifework was done, there was much left to less experienced,
far less gifted minds, to finish. Yet, the work shall be
finished according to the plan he sketched for us, for
none better or more superior has yet been given us.
And as we who knew him in the flesh look back upon the
fifty years of the work of the organization associated
with his name, we know he labored not in vain. We
know that when he died he had bequeathed to the working class, and to the future of all mankind, a treasure
of which they can never now be robbed, rough-handled
though it be by the ruder hands of less skilled friends,
or by the vicious mauling of the enemies of social progress. And so, though fallen prematurely, he lives in
his works and the indestructible Socialist Labor Party.
In the words of one of England's greatest poets:
" .... Thou hast left behind
Powers that will work for thee; air, earth, and skies;
There's not a breathing of the common wind
That will forget thee; thou hast great allies;
Thy friends are exultations, agonies,
And love, and man's unconquerable mind."
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The State li s the cwse of the individuaL How is
the strength of .the statt of J>russia purchased? By
the a'bsorption of the individual into the polit'i cal and
geographic 'c oncept. ,T he waiter makes the best s'Oldier. \The opposite may Ibe exemplified by the Jews,
the nobility {)f the race. How have they m~inta;ined
their individuality .in i's ola·tion, in poetry, nohv,i thstanding 3Jll the IbrutaLity of the outside world?
rrhrough the fact that they have had IIlO state to
\ encumber ,t hem ..... The state must be ahoHshed ....
Changes in the for,m {)f government are nothing else
than different .degrees of trifling, a Httle more, or a
little less"'--13.bsurd f{)1Iy. The state has .its root in
time; its top will culminate in time ..... ALl existing
forms of religion will pass away. Neither mora~ conceptions, nor art for.ms have an eternity before them.

-Henrik IbSlen.

*
IThe existence of the state is inseparable from the
existence of slavery.

-Karl Marx.

DE LEONISM
vs.
STALINIS~1

De Leonis'm vs. Stalinism.
"It is at its peril that a rev'0lution .conceals its purpose.
. . .. Pantom,imes, d'0uble se.nse and mummery may answer
the purpose '0f a movement in which the proletaf'iat acts
only the role '0f dumb driven beasts of burden. Pantom:ilmes, mummery and double .sense <are utterly repellent to,
and repelle.d by, the Proletar.ian Revolution." Daniel
De Leon.

One of the profoundest truths uttered, and one of
the most important lessons taught by Daniel De Leon,
are summed up in his terse statement: "The Proletarian
Revolution deals not in double sense." Coupled ~· ith
that other Marxian truism by De Leon: "The proletarian army of emancipation cannot consist of a dumb
driven herd," this essence of De Leonism constitutes, on
the one hand, a logical and convincing affirmation of
the Marxian dictuln, "The emancipation of the working class must be the classconscious act of that working
class itself," and, on the other hand, a stern refutation
and rejection of the Machiavellian policy and tactics
of what is now generally referred to as Stalinism. De
Leonism is the twentieth century application and exten- .
sian of Marxism. Even Stalin cannot logically deny
this-if he attempts to do so, he must proceed in flagrant disregard of the plainly formulated acknowledgment of the man whom he hails as his master, however
much he is trampling underfoot that master's, that is,
Lenin's, principles and program. On several occasions
Lenin hailed De Leon as the only one who had added
to Marxian science. One of the clearest of such ac-
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knowledgments is found in the article written by one
Robert lVlinor in the New York Call of June 23, 19 19.
Mr. Minor then wrote as an honest reporter. He is
now one of the most active and servile disciples of J 0seph Machiavelli Stalin. This is what Mr. Minor then
reported Lenin as having said about Industrial U nionism and Daniel De Leon:
"The ideal of the original Simon Pure Soviet system was:
'The constituency of future society shall be defined, not upon geographical lines, but upon the_lines
of industrial unionism.'
Without central (enforced) authority that would come
pretty close to anarchist syndicalism [!!J. With central
( enforced) authority it would amount to the pr,ogral1t
of the American Socialist Labor Party as set forth by
Daniel De Leon. But after going through the anarchist
phase [?J which the Bolsheviki could not prevent, and
then through the [De J Leon phase, which Lenin calls
his ideal . ..... " (Italics mine.) 1
Joined together ,vith the other reliably reported .utterances by Lenin on De Leon, this statement by Minor
(disregarding the strange aberration regarding "anarchist phase," etc.) conclusively establishes the fact
that the "father" of the Soviet Republic recognized in
De Leon the supreme Marxist since Marx and Engels,
the only one the result of whose scientific labors constituted an addition to Marxism.
llP reviously Mr. Minor had reported similarly. In the New York
World Df !F ebruary 8, 19'19, he wote: " 'The A.merican Daniel De Leon,'
said Lenin, 'first formula-ted the idea of a Soviet [i.e., occupation.aJI] government, wh.ich grew up on his idea ..... Industrial Unionism is the basic
thing. That is what we are building.' "

De Leonism A ntithesis of Stalinism.

In respect of tactics and methods, De Leonism and
Stalinism are at opposite poles, and since the goal determines the tactics, or since tactics are the logical reflexes of the goal, it follows that the goal of Stalinism
cannot be the same as that of De Leonism, which is to
say, then, that Stalinism is the antithesis of Marxism.
And, indeed, the events in Europe during the last few
months demonstrate overwhelmingly that whatever
may have been the appearances prior to the outbreak
of the European war, and however much Stalinism may
insist that the end justifies the means, the present march
of Stalinism is, in fact, in a direction opposite of the
goal of the Proletarian Revolution. Indeed, it is becoming more and more difficult to distinguish between
the tactics and goal of Nazism and those of Stalinism.
Thus, at long last, the force of socio-economic law, and
the logic of events, have brought, or apparently are
about to bring, a terrible vindication of the De Leonistic
maxim: Without the revoluti.onary economic organization of labor to back up the political victory achieved in
the name of the proletariat, the day of that ((victory"
will be the day of the defeat of the proletariat . ...
It is altogether fitting, in celebrating again the natal
day of Daniel De Leon, that the contrasts between
these two conflicting schools 0 f thought (Stalinism and
De Leonism) are brought out as strongly as possible.
For whatever may seem to be the momentary weakness,
in point of numbers, of De Leonism, and whatever may
appear to be the present quantitative success of Stalinism/ the former, if adhered to strictly in principle, will
lwthat De Leon once said about the .bourge,ais S.P. vs. the Marxian
S.L .P. applies with equ.al force to Stalinism ys. the S.L.P. ''The S .P .,~'
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lead straight to Socialism and complete working class
emancipation as surely as the latter, if unchecked or
follow'ing the present "line," will lead to Industrial F eudalism and intensified working class slavery.
De Leon had unbounded faith in the capacity of the
,vorking class to effect its own emancipation. He knew
the workers, properly trained and organized, would
move toward the Socialist Industrial Republic, and that
what at any stage during the revolutionary period they
might lack in complete kno\vledge and understanding,
their class instinct would supply, provided they were left
untrammeled by the capitalist reform strait-jacket provided their minds w'ere not poisoned with teachings
of anarcho-bourgeois economics and ethics. Stalinism,
on the other hand, despite its protestations, has no faith
in the proletariat. It does not believe that the workers
,;viII be able to effect their own emancipation. It places
its faith in leadership, it insists on blind obedience from
"the led."l Even among the supposedly elect minority,
the Communist parties, the relation is one of leadership
and led, with no Party democracy whatsoever. There
are no rank and file decisions, unless hysterical shoutings
and parades a la rammany Hall at so-called mass conventions constitute rank and file "decisions." These,
however, at best resolve themselves into blind accepga,id De Leon, "is weaker, indinitely, :t:han it looks; the S.L.P. is lIlJ.iinitely
stronger than it seerrns." Looking at the S.P. today, who ,i s .t here to deny
the truth of De Leon's statement? 'Twill be the same with Stalinisnl
tomorrow!
1,A .typical expression of such blind obedience is found in an article
written by the American StaLinist Mi.chael Glold Wlho, in 1935, wrote in
·the Communist s;heet, the Daily Worker:
'~Our liv.es are in his [ the leader's] hand-we follow him when he
poin ts out the road .... "
Theirs not to Tleason why,
Theirs but to follo'W-and lie I

tance of aCEomplished facts by a "Fuehrer" -directed following whose brains have been gouged out.
Another feature ,o f Stalinism is its unscientific assumption that tactics suited to a country industrially
backward may be applicable to a country so highly developed industrially as the United States. Here again
Stalinism runs counter to De Leonism, and therefore
clashes with Marxism. One of the results is the development of just such a group of slavish imitators as the
Communist party of America, with their abysmally ignorant and impudent Browders and Fosters. Knowing
nothing of Marxian science, being content, robot-like, to
take their orders from Stalin (whom, child-like, they
hail as a god-like creature!), they have been unable to
build a movement that is anything more than a burlesque imitation of the Russian movement. De Leon's
comment on the fatuousness of looking to the supposed
success of alien movements as proof of being correct
are peculiarly appropriate. De Le.on's remarks were
addressed to the situation then existing when the Hillquits, Cahans and Bergers pointed to "our" millions of
votes and Inembers in Germany as proof that the petty
bourgeois S.P. was correct, and the S.L.P. wrong! Said
De Leon:
"It is a symptom of weakness in a movement to
seek to re·c ommend itself by alleging popularity somewhere else. The act is instinctive. It is the result of a
desire to avoid the difficulty of argumentative proof by
substituting therefor success at a distance. As a matter
of course, the 'success' ever is a case of the wish being
father to the thought. A strong movement, strong in
the consciousness of its soundness in premises and conclusions-such a movement cares not if it is successless
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here, there or anywhere. It knows it must prevail. ...
A revolution fights its own battles, and the battle is
fought in each country by dint of the revolutionary
movement's own vitality."
The simian policy of imitating Social-Democratic
Germany led the Socialist party to disaster. The same
simian policy will as surely lead the Communist party
to disaster. For a would-be proletarian party in an
ultra-capitalist country such as the United States to imitate a party in a backward country (whether politically
or industrially backward, or both) is to land that party
in the poisonous swamps of reformism-it is to foist
upon such a party all the evils of bourgeois reformism,
opportunism, log-rolling with capitalist parties and candidates, and the adoption of measures which in their
country of origin might be logical enough, but which in
a country such as the United States become half-measures, or worse. Yet, the Stalinists of today in the
United States have learned nothing from the defunct
Socialist party in this respect-they have never learned
that the road to working class disaster and defeat is
paved with compromises and half-measures.
Stalinism Pr.omotes Industrial Feudalization.

In De Leon's "Two Pages from Roman History"
(curiously enough one of the works by De Leon particularly admired by Lenin P ), he stressed the point
lL. 'G . Raisky, Professor, Department of History, Leningrad University, wr,ote in his monograph .on De Leon : "'Lenin-added that he was
mightily impressed by the sharp and deep crit,icism .of reformism given
by De Leon in his orrwo Pages from Roman History,' as weU as hy the
fact that as far back as April, 1904, De Leon anticipated suoh an essential element of the S.oviet system as the abo1ition .of ,p arliament and its
replacement by representaHves from production lu nits."

again and again that the emancipation of the workers,
and the establishment of the Socialist Republic, are not,
cannot be, mechanical, or automatic, acts. "The Socialist Republic will not leap into existence out of the existing social loom, like a yard of calico is turned out by
a Northrop loom," he said. Continuing he said: "Nor
will its only possible architect, the working class-that
is, the wage earner, or wage slave, the modern proletariat-figure in the process as a mechanical force moved
mechanically." And sharpening the point that the army
of proletarian emancipation cannot consist of a dumb
driven herd, that it cannot be made up of morons or
robots, blindly following orders from above, De Leon
concluded:
"In other words, the world's theater of Social Evolution is not a Punch and Judy box, nor are the actors
on that world's stage manikins, operated with wires."
At every point the concepts of De Leonism collide
with those of Stalinism, as in the nature of things they
must, the former being, as we have seen, not merely the
logical application of Marxism to top-capitalist conditions, but also the scientific integration and enlargement
of Marxism itself, while the latter represents a mongrel
breed of Bakuninism and feudo-industrialism, particularly so since August 23, 1939. 1 Consciously or otherwise, Stalinism, wherever organized, has promoted the
process which renders the workers fit subjects for Industrial Feudalism, i.e., complete economic serfdom, albeit a serfdom of contented, fattened slaves. It has
done so through sponsoring or endorsing every scheme
liT he date of signing the Soviet-Nazi pact wthich :became the signal
for the second world war.

ostensibly offered for the improvement of labor's condition under capitalism, whether through fascist-conceived "unions" such as the C.I.O., or through "labor
legislation," or through alliances with the workers' class
enemies, rendering support to capitalist politicians, or
all these together. Marx, as early as 185°, observe.d:
"It cannot be our concern to palliate class opposition,
for we wish to abolish classes; it cannot be our concern
to improve extant [capitalist] society, for we wish to
found a new one." Compare this with De Leon's utterances:
"Request a little when you have a right to the
whole, and your request .... works a subscription to the
principle that wrongs you ..... The palliative .... ever
steels [i.e., entrenches and strengthens] the wrong that
is 'palliationed.' "
And in speaking of the commodity status of labor
and the effect which so-called labor legislation has on
the revolutionary fiber of the 'iVorking .class, De Leon
observed:
"In view of that fact [that is, the commodity status
of labor, and the fact of the labor market], no 'labor
law' enacted by the capitalist class can bring redress. On
the contrary,l the main effect of such la"vs .... is to perlThe Sherman A·c t re.mains the dassic example .of the futility, or
worse, of suoh laws. Again and agCLin that law, ena'c ted to protect labor,
has been applied agairnst la.bor, and in favor of the very .forces o:{ oppression which it was designed to curb. And not ,i nfrequently those vV'ho
invoke the Sherman Act against labor, or labor unions, belong to the socalled "liberal element." 'T he latest in this procession .is the "liberal" New
Dealer, Thurman Arnold, Assistant Att{)lrney General, who (to use the
phraseology of the plutocratic New York Herald Tribune, which with
evident satisfaction reported the -ruling) "rejected' organized labor's claim
to immunity froill. prosecution under the Sherman anti-trust act. ... "
Again reforms have been -revealed as concealed measures of reaction, and
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form the part of social parachutes-they render the decline [of labor's status ] slo~v, unperceived, gradual, yet
nevertheless steady, and, therefore, all the surer and
m·ore ban,e ful."
Observe how closely Marx and De Leon reason
along the same lines on this important question. It is
obvious that if it is not "our concern" to palliate, we
should leave palliatives and palliations to those whose
concern they are-and whose concern are they? Obviously the concern of those who desire to preserve capitalist society! And by that simple test Stalinism has
\
been properly catalogued.
Effects of Stalinism in the United States.

The ancient Roman hi~torian, Tacitus, observed:
"The more corrupt the state, the more laws." We may
paraphrase this by saying: "The riper capitalism, hence
also the more corrupt, the more labor laws." "Labor
laws" are dictated by capitalist class necessity - the
"necessity" of protecting capitalism -against violent explosions. The very condition-an overripe capitalism
-which argues against palliation, against reform, "labor legislation," etc., is the condition seized upon by
Stalinism and the reformers generally to urge "labor
legislation," to introduce reform measures, to attempt
to deaden the revolutionary instinct, and check the revolutionary impulse among the exploited and disillusioned
workers. "Socialism knows," said De Leon in I 9 I 3,
"that the d~nger of the hour is overripe capitalism,
which will avail itself of Ultramontanism, or of anyagain .the "Uberal" has been unmasked as the last-trench defender of plutocratic interests!
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thing else that will secure its increasingly terroristic
rule." "Or of anything else"-including Fascism, Stalinism, or its still more degenerated mongrel variety in
this country, Browderism.
Where a revolutionary premise is accepted, and for
whatever reason subsequently denied or contravened by
acts violently in conflict ,vith the premise, corruption
and reaction inevitably set in. .As De Leon put it: "The
contribution of the I.W.W. to the labor movement is
the equally loud warning that a crazy crew in charge of
the best of ships will make it turn turtle, and likewise
land it in corruption." "Crazy," crafty, Machiavellian,
or downright treasonable-' tis all one. The result is
the same: wrecking the hopes of the proletarian revolution, steeping the "crew" in corruption, with stark reaction as the final result. Vide the pact between the Nazi
bandits and the Soviet Machiavellians, with its corrupt
and corrupting consequences. 1 Also the acts and utterances of the unbelievably corrupt "Stalinettes" in the
United States, headed by the chief corruptionists, W.Z.
Foster and Earl Browder 12 To quote De Leon once
more: "A false theory leads to tightrope dancing in
practice. In the labor movement it leads inevitably to
cowardice, disgusting, sickening hypocrisy and fakerism."
De Leonism Synonymous with Proletarian
Emancipati.on.

De Leonism is the complete and integrated principle reflecting a noble mind, and unwavering intellectul,See "S.talinist Corruption of Marxism," by A!fnold Petersen, New
York Labor Labor News Company, 1940.
2See ' ~ Communist Jesuitism," by Arnold LPetersen, New York Labor
News Company, 1939.
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al integrity. De Leonism is the conquering principle because it, based as it is on truth and facts, itself deals in
truth, in honest practices, spurning double-dealing, deception, swindling and humbug generally. It is a foundation upon which to build enduringly. It is twenty-five
years since De I~eon died. De Leonism is stronger, more
vital, more obviously logical than when De Leon died
on May I I, 19 14. It is for us, his disciples and heirs,
to initiate and aid in building an enduring structure on
that unshakable foundation, the structure of the Industrial Union Government-the government of, by and
for those ,vho labor with brawn and intellect. And as
surely as the Stalin Machiavellians will be forgottenor, if remembered at all, merely remembered as the
perverters of Marxism, the disrupters of the proletarian revolution-so surely will De Leonism, and the
honored name of De Leon, be remembered as synonymous with proletarian emancipation. And (if it be
permitted to paraphrase the tribute rendered Washington) in the happy time to come, De Leon, nobleman
of the human race, will be thought and spoken oJ as:
First in original and noble thoughts, first in unselfish
endeavor, and first in the hearts of the workers of
America!
The eminent German Socialist, August Bebel, died
a year before De Leon. On that occasion De Leon
wrote an editorial tribute, in part a paraphrase of the
work of another (unidentified) writer, entitled "To the
Noblemen of the Human Race." As a tribute to pure
unselfishness, golden integrity, unfaltering loyalty to a
great, an immortal cause, and recognition of tireless labors performed in furtherance of that cause, De Leon's
tribute to August Bebel fits even better his own life, his
own work in behalf of the exploited workers, his own
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uncompromising honesty, and purity and single-mindedness of purpose:
"He had been used to feel humanely, and to look
upon life more widely than from the narrow loophole
of personal pleasure and advancement ... He had long
been used to wait with interest the - issue of events in
which his own concern was nothing.... There remainedunaltered all the disinterested hopes for mankind and a
better future which were the solace and inspiration of
his life. These he set beyond the reach of any fate that
only menaced himself; and it made small difference
whether he died before the good epoch for which he so
faithfully labored. He did not deceive himself; he
knew from the beginning that he followed the pillar of
fire and cloud, only to perish himself in the wilderness,
and it was reserved for others to enter joyfully into possession of the land."

fl'he Roman proletariat lived at the expense of society, whereas modem society
lives at the expense of the proletaniat.

Sismondi, quoted by Karl Marx.

DANIEL DE LEON1914-1939

Daniel De Leon-1914-1939.
[The following memorial tribute to De Leon on the
twenty-fifth anniversary of his death originally appeared
in the report of the National Secretary of the Socialist
Labor Party, submitted to the National Executive
Committee of the Party at its annual session held in
New York City on May 6-7, 1939.J
As I stand here before this N.E.C. session, my
thoughts turn back to an earlier such session, that of
May 1914. I.t -was a tragic session, for at that very
time there lay dying at Mt. Sinai Hospital in New
York City the great Daniel De"Leon. He died, as you
know, on the eleventh of May just twenty-five years
ago. Noone who did not live through those tragic
Inonths will ever fully realize what De Leon's mortal
illness and death Ineant to his Party associates, and particularly to us then youngsters, who, already, had come
to look upon De Leon as an imperishable monument of
Socialist learning, unsullied integrity, purity of purpose,
and of profound devotion the most unselfish. There
was no hysteria, but deep-felt, nameless sorrow, and a
sense of bewildering loss as of those ancients \vho heard
(or thought they heard) the mournful cry through the
\voods: "The great Pan is dead!"
Having been in office but a few months, and though
green and inexperienced, it became my sad duty to
render the official tribute on behalf of the Party, and to
direct the arrangements for the funeral.
In the
WEEKLY PEO'P LE of-May 16,1914, I wrote:
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"It is with a feeling of profound sorrow that we of
the Socialist Labor Party record the death of our beloved Comrade, Daniel De Leon. In losing him we
lose a man whose very life was dedicated to the emancipation of the working class from wage slavery; whose
very name was synonymous with the struggle of the proletariat for economic freedom; a man whose every hour
in well-nigh a generation was devoted to that noble
task; a man who sacrificed wealth and power, a brilliant
career, fame, honors-as honors go in our capitalist
world-exchanging all of these for a life in poverty, a
life void of those 'glories' which have been the bane of
men of inferior mind and character in the Labor Movement. Always refusing to per'mit his judgment to be
swayed by the clamor of the multitude, never once
yielding to the allurements of cheaply acquired publicity, always fearless, always truthful, he incurred the
enmity of many, but he also won the love of thousands
of others. When the history of the Labor Movement and
the Social Revolution will be written by future historians, his name will be mentioned with reverence as one
who gave of the fulness of his truly wonderful mind
and heart that the Disinherited of the earth might come
into their ow_no On the firmament of heroes of freedom, of truth and of knowledge, his name will shine
brightly forever and forever more. Of him it can be
truly said that he lived up to the demand of Goethe
when he said, 'Das erste und letzte, was vom Genie
gefordert wird, ist W ahrheits-Liebe.' 1
"His truthfulness and honesty were only matched
by his modesty, and in this again he revealed himself as
the genius he was.
l"The. first and the last things demanded of genius is love of truth."
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"His was an all-embracing mind. A mind of the
quality of an Aristotle, a Goethe, a Marx. And rich
beyond the riches of the world are we who may benefit,
and have benefited, by the fruits of that master-mind.
And though sorrow-laden, our memories filled with the
deeds and ·w ords of him who was with us but yesterday,
we are proud and happy that the lot fell to us to name
him our Comrade and friend.
"And those among us who 'knew him as the man by
the fireside, as well as the man on the rostrum, fe'el the
loss doubly. As serious and earnest as he was when
engaged in his life's work, just as witty and full of jest,
the merriest among the merry, did we find him in those
few hours devoted to his family. Having drunk deep
of the well of science, being temperate in all things, he
was as free from affectation and snobbishness as he was
kind and gentle. A true genius, he was truly human. A
man of peace, he disliked strife. But if strife there had
to be to uphold the principles of which he was the incarnation, he believed in remaining in it to the finish, hard
and bitter though it might be.
"For all this we revere him, and his memory will
ever remain green in our hearts. It is for us who are
his heirs to finish that which he left undone. In rendering him homage let us not weave a veil of myth and
mysticism around his name, but let us honor him by
taking up the task he loved so well and for which he
died so hard. The great bard said that 'great men's
deeds are oft interred with their bones.' Let us prove
that that is not true in this case; he has made our task
easy for us.
"He died victorious, for he never compromised and
the world never conquered him, though his work shall
live and conquer the world."
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LookIng at these words, written a quarter of a century ago,. I would not know now how better to express
what I then felt-what we all felt, who lived and understood De Leon and accepted as a fact his greatness.
The memorial services were held in Kessler's Theater. (Irony of ironies ! -.the world ,vas his stage, but
the small East Side theater became the scene of the
final tributes paid him!) There were many speakers.
Mirabile visu/ Behold-they included Dr. Julius Hammer, James T. Hunter, E. Seidel, A. E. Reimer, Rudolph Katz, Joseph Schlossberg and Henry Jager. As
National Secretary I opened the meeting. The WEEKLY PEOPLE of May 23, 1914, reported me as saying
"these few impressive words" :
"Comrades and Friends: We have gathered here
today to express our grief and to pay a final tribute to
our beloved father and teacher, Comrade Daniel De
Leon. It is with profound sor'row that, on behalf of
the Socialist Labor Party of America, I herewith declare this meeting opened. I introduce to you the chairman, Dr. Julius Hammer."
It is with mixed feelings that, twenty-five years later,
one views this roster of Mark Antonies, come ostensibly to praise, yet truly to bury Cresar-to bury De
Leon and all his works, if they could only succeed!
There was Dr. Hammer, who wept crocodile tears over
the dead body .of De Leon, only to turn traitor to De
Leonism a few years later; and Edmund Seidel, assis ..
tant editor of the WEEKLY PEOPLE, at the time,
who later sold out to the so-called Socialist party (so
contemned and detested by De Leon), and who
achieved "gIDry" by becoming the first "Socialist" state
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senator in N ew York, and who vilely betrayed the
trust De Leon had reposed in him by making him his
assistant on the DAILY and WEEKLY PEO·P LE;
Arthur E. Reimer, honored as had been few S.L.P.
members by having been designated presidential candidate twice, and upon whom De Leon looked with confidence and high expectation, but who later cheaply betrayed the Socialist Labor Party; Rudolph Katz, at one
time posing as one of the right-hand men of De Leon,
who pretended to worship De Leon, but who, more
than any other man of his generation, sold out his master for an unsavory mess of pottage; Joseph Schlossberg, hypocrite and fulsome and fawning adulator,
stabbed De Leon in the back by embracing the very
labor-fakerism so bitterly and relentlessly denounced by
De Leon, in order that he (Schlossberg) might at.last
feather his foul nest;l and Henry Jager, reputedly an
inveterate anti-S.P. denouncer, who invariably sho,ved
up at S.L.P. street meetings with a fat briefcase packed
with documentary evidence proving the S.P. and S.P~
leaders fake and fakers of the most contemptible kind,
but who, yet, joined that very S.P. within a couple of
years after De Leon's death. And these were the men
who shed salty tears over De Leon's body on that
never-to-be-forgotten Sunday, May 17, 1914, at Kessler's Theater, N e,v YO.r k City.
.
Boris Reinstein, supposedly 'a devoted admirer and
supporter of De Leon, but aLready an enemy of De
Leonism while De Leon was still living, and so considered by De Leon, sent this letter, from Buffalo, to the
memorial meeting:
.
~Now pensioned at $.5,000 per annum-Judas pence, as it were, earned
for his treason to Sooialism, and paid .for out of the sweat and toil of
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"It is impossible for me personally to attend the
meeting held in honor of Comrade De Leon. I feel
keenly, and join with you, the bereaved family and the
world's proletariat, in mourning the loss of the greatest
modern pathfinder for the international social revolution.
"Let all determined Socialists act true to his great
militant spirit-wipe the tears, close the ranks and conpoor exploited workers. I if ever a Judas earned his thirty pieces of silver
,i t was Joseph Schlossberg, arch-traitor to a professed lofty ideal, betrayer
of a man whom he once hailed master, and betrayer of the class to
which he owed everything. His a~ceptance into the ciroles which had
vilified him while he professed De Leonism, brings into :bold relief his
vile treachery-it emphasizes the depths of his infamy. He who had
denounced Abe Cahan's bour.geois journal, The FOJ'Watrd, as "the Yiddish
yellow journaJ par excellen~e"; who had denominated it a "tremendous
engine of demoralization for the Jewish workingmen"; who spoke of the
"rascality or treachery committed by that paper [The Forward] against
the ;i nterests _of labor" (J. Schlossberg"in the Daily Peopk, July 3, .1910,
-that same Sohlossberg now fraternizes with The Forward crowd, and has
in turn become_a pet of that crowd. He and his erstwhile chief and fellow plebs-leader, the craf.ty Sidney Hillman, have gone The Forward and
Sam Gompers several -t imes Ibetter as ~apitalist servitors and labor lieutenants. Wiell may Mr. IS~hlossberg -l augh up his sleeve; he is sitting
pretty, on the bounty of those whose vital ,i nterests-emanoi'pation from
capitalist wage slavery-he so basely !betrayed. When .recently Sidney
Hillman, now promoted to .become one of the bulwarks of American imperialism, was .being pU'blicized and glorified in the labo~-hating Scripps- Howard New York. World-Tdegram (January e4, 1941), reference was
made to his luxurious "beautHuLly furnished suite-with parlo.r, four
bedrooms and baths, two solariums and a dining room-" as being his
"sole extravaganze"! A supposed servant of the sons of sweat and toil,
living like a prince! rThe Scdpps..:H oward writer observed apropos of -h is
"sole extravaganze": ":Thinkilng back to his eamy years .in America, he
[Hillman] often laughs (as he goes ,i n the front door." Ridi, pagliaccio!
-T he ,same could with equal appositeness be said of Mr. Sohtossberg. WeI!
may they laugh, these slick and sleek plebs-leaders, these ,p ampered and
trained poodles of the pluto.cracy-wen may they laugh at the guI1ibili,t y
of those wretChed industrial peons on whose backs they have gained pelf,
power ·a nd -protection and security for themselves! Security? Aye, the
"sec1.Lfity" of living on a vokano! Ttre joke is on :you now, Amalgamated
Garment slaves, 'b ut .i t may yet be on the parasites a-n4 servants -of the
capitalist ciass, those who are now riding high, and on your broad and
patient .backs.

tinue to carry aloft to final victory the crimson banner
of revolutionary international Socialism. Our battle
cry now must be, 'Daniel De Leon is .dead; long live De
Leonism, the Marxism of the Twentieth Century, the
Marxism produced by the conditions of America, which
is capitalistically the most advanced and Socialistically
the most ripe country in the world.'
"Boris Reinstein."
"Long live De Leonism !" Thus spake Reinstein in
I 9 I 4, who even then was plotting to deliver the Socialist Labor Party, bound and gagged, to the corrupt S.P.
officialdom! And within four years that same Boris
Reinstein, having veered like a weathervane from extreme right to extreme left, was in Russia, aiding and
abetting those who were doing everything in their power
to disrupt and destroy De Leonism in behalf of what
has become the corrupt thing called Stalinism, bloodbrother to Hitlerism! And unless Reinstein IS dead,
or in an asylum for the feeble-minded, he is probably
even now doing his bit to support the unprincipled Stalinist bureaucracy, the arch-foe of De Leonism!
N ever was great genius so betrayed by those who
professed to be his disciples, and who pretended to worship at his feet! But even in this last bitter hour, and
during the few years that followed after De Leon's
death, the proof of De Leon's dictum was firmly established, namely: "There is not one enemy made [in the
Socialist Labor Party], but enemies are unmasked."
. The daily papers of the day carried extensive accounts of De Leon's death and the funeral services.
According to the New York Times of May 18, 1914,
"fully 30,000 persons turned out to pay their respects
to Mr. De Leon, and hundreds knelt in prayer as the
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coffin was carried by them." The funeral cortege proceeded to Freshpond Crematory, where the body was
cremated, and where (in a Party-owned niche) the
ashes repose together with those of other departed
comrades-August Gillhaus, Robert Glaser, Alfred C.
Kihn and Adolph Orange.
A prominent capitalist ne\vspaper, the Newark Eve. .
ning News, of May 21,1914, printed an editorial on
De Leon under the title "When Thousands Gather.'" It
gave eloquent expression to the decent foe's reaction to
the death of De Leon. It follovvs:
"When Thousands Gather.
"When three thousand people gather in a public
building to attend a f~lneral service and half a dozen
leaders of a great organization eulogize the life and
work of the decedent; vvhen fifty thousand line the
streets through which the funeral procession passes .and
some of them kneel in the streets in prayer, it is evident
that some one with an unusual personality has died.
Such are the circumstances reported in connection with
the funeral of Daniel De I.leon, who will be recalled as
a one-time professor in Columbia University, who abandoned his profession and its emoluments to live among
the plain people and work for their uplift.
"There will be plenty to criticize De Leon as there
were many to mourn him. They will say he made a
great mistake and wasted his life. But do men ever
waste their lives when they live for their ideals, making
daily sacrifices in .order that they may be true to the
principles in which they believe and the cause to which
they have dedicated their energies? The example of
their devotion offsets their errors of judgment, if they
are errors. 'Who has mastered the problems of life
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sufficiently to decide certainly that this or that cause is
,vrong; this or that principle unsound? The man that
has it in him to live for what he believes, at any cost,
ought never to pass away unmourned."
Reluctant.ly, even the enemy had to acknowledge
De Leon's greatness, and concede the possibility that he
might have been right, and the upholders of capitalism
wrong!
Prior to the services at I{essler's Theater the body
was reposing at Campbell's Funeral Parlors, Manhattan, where it ,vas viewed by thousands of friends and
members of the S.L.P.-and no doubt by some enemies,
too. At Campbell's Henry Kuhn delivered an impromptu and impassioned oration, and reports came
that no one had ever seen him so moved, or so inspired.
Henry Kuhn, iron soldier of the revolution, had lost his
idol and his chieftain, his fellow-combatant of a thousand battles. He seemed as dazed and unconvinced of
his great loss as he was profoundly grieved.
The sorrow was universal wherever true Socialists
gathered. The unthinkable, the utterly unbelievable
had happened: De Leon was dead. The bald fact refused to sink in. As a characteristic example of the
great grief, and the sense of a very great loss suffered,
I quote a letter received in June, 19 14, from the General Secretary of the Australian S.L.P., J as. O. Moroney. He wrote:
"A great fighter gone. One of the greatest men
America has produced; the foremost figure in the English-speaking section of th~ Socialist movement-nay,
more, who was his equal in the whole International
Moven1ent?
.
"His influence was incalculable and extended round
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the world. We here in Australia owe him a big debt
of gratitude, and can thank him for a great deal of the
knowledge we have. His writings are widely known
throughout the working class movement in this country,
and no name is more honored .... His work will live
and prove an inspiration as the years roll on, to all who
fight in the battle for Socialism and freedom. . . . Carry
on the fight-the only way to honor his memory and
the only tribute he would ask."
And so it was everywhere.
We say De Leon died. Yet, in the words of Comrade Sam French, in his inspired prose-poem "De Leon
-Immortal": "De Leon cannot, did not, will not die."
He can no more die than the great thoughts he gave us
can perish. It was Carlyle who said:
"Beautiful it is to understand and know that a
Thought did never yet die; that as thou, the originator
thereof, hast gathered it and created it from the whole
Past, so thou wilt transmit it to the whole Future."
Or, as also expressed in the lines of the great Danish
poet and naturalist, Jens Peter Jacobsen:
"For all great thoughts they ·c annot die, indeed,
(Nor- ever be it doubted)
Until from each impregnate seed
Still greater thoughts have sprouted I"
And so, as we settle down to renewed and increased
labors in furtherance of the great principles identified
with the name of De Leon, we pay renewed tribute to
him whose every thought was of and for the working
class, our ·class, and whose entire endeavor during a
,,"hole lifetime was to effect the emancipation of our
class.
THE END ..

Allons! Through struggles and wars!
The goal that was named cannot be
countermanded.
-Walt Whitman .
.I

...
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